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A Method for Spatial Quantification of Water in Microporous Layers of Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cells by X-ray Tomographic Microscopy

Yen-Chun Chen, Anne Berger, Salvatore De Angelis, Tobias Schuler, Michele Bozzetti, Jens Eller, Vasiliki Tileli, Thomas J. Schmidt, and Felix N. Büchi*

ABSTRACT: A microporous layer (MPL) is typically added to the gas diffusion layer of polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs) to promote cell performance and water management. The transport mechanism of the water through the MPL is, however, not well understood due to its small pores (20−500 nm). Here, we demonstrate that polychromatic X-ray tomographic microscopy (XTM) can be used to determine the porosity and the spatial distribution of water in nanoporous materials and can quantitatively map the liquid water saturation of MPLs. The presented technique requires no a priori knowledge of the composition of the MPL and has a field of view on the millimeter scale, which is orders of magnitude larger than conventional electron microscopy techniques for nanoscale materials. The available field of view is compatible with existing operando cells for X-ray tomography, paving the way for the analysis of water transport in MPLs during operation.
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INTRODUCTION

The increasing emission of greenhouse gases (GHGs) and the associated global warming are imminent issues. About one-quarter of the global CO₂ emission comes from the transportation sector alone.1 There, hydrogen is considered to be a promising energy carrier.2,3

For transportation applications, hydrogen is converted to electric power in polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs) where water accumulates in the cathode gas diffusion layer (GDL) in particular during operation at high current densities. Water saturation in the GDL leads to constricted oxygen transport from the gas channels to the catalyst layer,4,5 limiting the cell performance.6 As a result, peak power or efficiency at high power density is limited, which effectively hinders the cost reduction for the fuel cell systems. The latter is one of the major barriers to general market adoption.

For optimizing fuel cell performance, it is a standard to add a microporous layer (MPL) between the catalyst layer (CL) and the gas diffusion layer to improve water management.7−11 MPLs, with thicknesses of about 20−50 μm, are made of nanoscale carbon particles bound by fluoropolymer binders,12,13 resulting in a porous structure with average pore sizes in the range of 20 to 500 nm.14 The addition of a microporous layer reduces the water saturation in the GDL, leaving more pathways for oxygen transport at the cathode.15−17 Furthermore, it has been shown that MPLs reduce electrical resistance in the cell14 and increase the mechanical integrity of the GDL.18 MPLs also prevent the carbon fibers of the GDL from damaging the catalyst layer and the membrane upon direct contact.19 However, the details on the water transport mechanisms inside the MPL are not clear. Different mechanistic explanations are proposed.

Deevanhxay et al.,20 Oberholzer et al.,21 and Owejan et al.22 argued that the MPL improves performance by reducing water flooding at the catalyst layer. Baghalha,23 Weber and Newman,24 Wang and Nguyen,25 and Kim et al.26 on the other hand, proposed that the performance enhancement benefits from the back-transport of water from the cathode toward the membrane when an MPL capillary barrier is introduced. Furthermore, it has been shown that liquid water selectively passes through the bigger pores of the MPL, establishing preferential pathways with subsequent reduction of the water accumulation in the GDL,15,27 and some argued that the intrusion of the MPL into the GDL effectively provides direct pathways via the cracks, reducing the chances for capillary fingering (high saturation patterns) before breakthrough.28 It is expected that direct imaging of the...
water in the MPL provides important information for understanding how MPLs improve water transport, and design guidelines for further improved MPL structures can be deduced.

Nam et al. used environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) to visualize water condensation on the surface of the MPL. The field of view was a few hundreds of micrometers; however, the mesopores of the MPL were not clearly resolved, and the method was unable to characterize water inside the MPL pores. Aoyama et al. pushed the resolution forward and used ex situ cryo-scanning electron microscopy (cryo-SEM) to image water (in the form of ice) in the pores of the MPL in a postmortem, frozen state. The water was seen in the MPL pores, but the field of view was confined to the micrometer scale; the characterization required freezing and disassembling of the fuel cell and could not be performed operando. Fishman and Bazylak visually characterized the cracks and holes of the MPL, accounting for the porosity contribution from these features by laboratory X-ray computed tomography. Halter et al. used synchrotron-based, operando X-ray tomographic microscopy (XTM) to quantify the temporal evolution of the progression of phosphoric acid into the MPL cracks in high-temperature polymer electrolyte fuel cells. Both techniques pushed the characterization of liquid toward the inside of the MPL. However, the existence of liquid (water or phosphoric acid) in the primary pores of the MPL was not addressed. Recently, Kato et al. qualitatively distinguished the wet domains of the MPL from the dry domains in an ex situ water condensation experiment using synchrotron-based X-ray computed tomography. Akitomo et al. quantitatively determined the water content in the MPL at various cell operating conditions via X-ray radiography, enabling further understanding of the influence of the 2D water accumulation in the MPL at different cell operating conditions. These are some of the few results that provided the visualization of water in the MPL’s primary pores, together with the work of Alrwashdeh et al. The latter had characterized the wet domain of the MPL in an operando fuel cell by synchrotron X-ray phase contrast tomography. However, the reported results were more qualitative than quantitative.

Until now, there has not been a quantitative description of the 3D water saturation in the MPL with a representative field of view that spans across the repetitive channel-rib structure ($\gg 2 \text{mm}^2$), which is relevant to fuel cell operation. The main difficulty lies in the incompatibility of the sufficiently powerful nanoscale imaging techniques with liquid water due to high vacuum environment requirements or long acquisition times (e.g., SEM, nanoscale X-ray computed tomography, and focused ion beam scanning electron microscopy). Furthermore, another challenge is the low water content associated with the wet domains of the MPL requiring highly sensitive methods.

With the ability to house a fully operational fuel cell and to obtain three-dimensional volume renderings of structural features and the realization of fast operando measurements, X-ray tomographic microscopy (XTM) is considered a promising technique for understanding water transport in the MPL as well. The present work is performed using a laboratory computed tomography (CT) scanner for method development due to the possibility of performing longer tests without limitations from the availability of synchrotron beamtime. We show that, by analyzing and calibrating the grayscale values (GSVs) of the XTM images, the water saturation in the microporous layer can be derived quantitatively with polychromatic X-ray radiation at micrometer-scale resolution. Understanding the MPL saturation is crucial, as it plays a key role in the permeability and relative effective diffusivity in the porous transport layers. The millimeter-scale field of view bridges the gap between the nanoscale microporous layer pore description and the macroscale fuel cell performance evaluation. The ability to use a polychromatic X-ray source allows for operando laboratory-scale measurements, broadening the applicability of this technique. In this work, the method is also validated for nanoporous model materials using an organic wetting liquid, demonstrating its applicability to other systems and problems.

### EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

**Materials. Sample Holder.** A cylindrical sample holder made of polyether-ether-ketone (PEEK) was used for X-ray tomographic image acquisition. It is equipped with an adjustable compression screw and a closing piece that allows for compression of the samples positioned in the sample chamber. The outer diameter of the housing unit is 10 mm, and the inner diameter is 7.5 mm. The sample chamber allows horizontal placement of sample disks of up to 7 mm in diameter. The housing unit is an open system having an injection bore from the bottom of the sample chamber and an air outlet bore that goes through the closing piece and the compression screw. The liquid is injected by a syringe pump connected by a tube (Festo; type: PUN-H-3 × 0.5 NT) to the bottom bore during the wetting procedure, while compression can be applied by turning the adjustable screw. A schematic illustration of the compartments of the sample holder is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the cylindrical sample holder with an adjustable compression screw, all made of PEEK, for X-ray tomographic microscopy.](image)

Membrane Filters as Model Materials. Durapore PVDF biological membrane filters GVWP04700, HVHP04700, and DVPP04700 (Merck Millipore Ltd.) were used as model materials because they have pore size distributions and porosity values similar to those of a typical MPL. The hydrophilic ones are denoted as H22 (for GVWP04700 with 0.22 μm average pore size) and H65 (for DVPP04700 with 0.65 μm pore size). The hydrophobic one, HVHP04700, has an average pore size of 0.45 μm and is denoted as P45. The initial porosity was measured by comparing the dry weight and the liquid-saturated weight of liquids with known densities at 25 °C (n-decane and water) and determined to be 66 ± 0.8%, 64 ± 1%, and 59 ± 1.4% for H22, H65, and P45, respectively. The details of the measurement are given in Section S1.1.

**Commercial MPL.** The Freudenberg H23C6 carbon paper gas diffusion layer (GDL) with a smooth, crack-free microporous layer
In-House Made MPL. The “Li100 MPL” was prepared on a commercially available PTFE-treated Freudenberg H14 gas diffusion layer substrate as described by Simon et al. (and henceforth referred to as Li100/H14). The MPL consists of acetylene black (Denka black Li100) and 20 wt % PTFE binder. Its structural properties are well documented and therefore served as a well-defined MPL with 80% porosity as previously measured by mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP). The manufacturing process and structural characterizations are described in detail in ref. 44. The final VGCF MPL is hydrophobic with a PTFE content of 20 wt% and has 83% porosity measured by mercury intrusion porosimetry.

Vapor-Grown Carbon Fiber MPL. The vapor-grown carbon fiber (VGCF) MPL was prepared on a commercially available PTFE-treated Freudenberg H14 GDL substrate (thus denoted as VGCF/H14). The MPL uses vapor-grown carbon fibers, VGCF-H (Showa Denko; fiber diameter = 150 nm), as the carbon component and PTFE (58 wt % PTFE dispersion TF 5035GZ from 3 M Dyneon) as the hydrophobic binder. The thickness of the MPL was increased in comparison to the common fuel cell operation for imaging purposes. The detailed manufacturing procedure is described by Simon et al.3,44. The steam VGCF MPL is hydrophobic with a PTFE content of 20 wt% and has 83% porosity measured by mercury intrusion porosimetry.

Wetted Liquids. N-Decane and ethanol absolute (≥99.8%) were bought from Thermo Fisher/Fisher Scientific AG (Switzerland) and Merck KGaA (Germany), respectively, and are used for achieving complete saturation of the MPLs and model materials. Deionized water (380 ± 50 kΩ cm) was used whenever water is mentioned.

XTM Imaging. A CT scanner Phoenix nanotom m (General Electric, Germany) with a PhoenixX-ray tube was used for all tomographic data. For all scans, the acquisition parameters are the same. For X-ray generation, 60 kV acceleration voltage and 200 μA current were set. Each radiographic projection was taken by averaging 3 consecutive projections and skipping 1 following projection. A total of 2400 projections were acquired for the reconstruction of high-quality images. During the scan, local tomography was duly avoided to ensure that the grayscale values (32-bit floating point) remain quantitative across scans. Detector calibration was performed before every tomographic scan, and a radiographic region of constant air phase was selected as ‘observational ROI’ to calibrate X-ray flux fluctuation during the scan. A voxel edge length between 2.5 and 3.6 μm was used. The settings resulted in a typical acquisition time of about 80 min.

Compressed Porosity and Liquid Saturation. Compression of the model materials H22 and H65 was set manually by decreasing the chamber height with the adjustable screw from the top of the sample holder. The original thickness (d0) was measured by a digital indicator, MarCator 1075 R (Mahr, Germany), and the exact compressed thickness (d) was evaluated from the tomographic images. More details are provided in Section S1.2. The compression ratio was calculated according to (d0 − d)/d0. The compressed porosity of the model materials, assuming that the solid part is incompressible and the samples are homogeneous, is calculated as

\[ \varepsilon = 1 - \frac{d_0}{d} (1 - \varepsilon_0) \]  

In eq 1, \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the initial porosity value of the membrane filter from the gravimetric measurements (Section S1.1).

Saturation of an MPL or a compressed model material is achieved by filling the sample with an excessive amount of the wetting liquid from the bottom injection bore of the cylindrical housing unit and is followed by immersion within the wetting liquid for 30 min.

Water-Wetting of the Microporous Layer. The wetting of the VGCF MPL with water was performed manually by injecting the water with a syringe from the bottom injection bore until excess water flowed out of the sample holder from the top air outlet bore. The MPL side of the VGCF/H14 directly faced the bottom injection bore to ensure water imbibition via the MPL pores.

Image Evaluation Methodology. Quantitative X-ray Tomographic Imaging with Polychromatic Radiation. When using a monochromatic X-ray source, the tomographic reconstructed grayscale values (GSVs) are proportional to the linear attenuation coefficient at each voxel. In other words,

\[ GSV(r, E) \propto \sum_{i}^{n} \mu_{\text{max}}(Z, E) \rho_i V(r) = \sum_{i}^{n} \mu_i(\rho, V, Z, E, r) \]

(2)

where \( \mu_{\text{max}} \) and \( \mu_i \) are the mass and linear attenuation coefficients of the \( i \)-th material phase in the voxel located at \( r \), respectively. \( \rho_i \) is the mass density of the \( i \)-th phase, and \( V \) is the volume fraction occupied by the \( i \)-th phase in the voxel. \( Z \) is the atomic number. \( E \) is the X-ray energy, and \( n \) is the number of phases present in that voxel at \( r \).

When the X-ray is polychromatic, however, the energy-dependent attenuation coefficients of the materials are not straightforwardly defined. As a result, the mass density of the materials can no longer be derived easily from the grayscale values. This occurs when a white beam at the synchrotron radiation facility or a laboratory X-ray CT scanner is used. Under such circumstances, the reconstructed grayscale values are usually only analyzed qualitatively. Nonetheless, White et al. used a low-energy X-ray filter to narrow the X-ray energy distribution of the laboratory CT scanner and showed that a monochromatic light source assumption could approximately hold for the remaining X-ray radiation, and the tomographic imaging results were regarded as quantitative.3,45

Here, we also show that the GSV obtained by the polychromatic lab CT can be used to derive material mass density. The grayscale values of air, n-decane, ethanol, water, PEEK, pyrolytic graphite (Union Carbide, USA), and PTFE are first obtained with a fixed set of X-ray tube parameters as previously mentioned (60 kV acceleration voltage, 200 μA electron current). These material phases are inspected because they are relevant to the composition of a typical MPL and to the liquids involved in this experiment. The GSVs are then compared to the linear attenuation coefficients of each material phase at a specific energy between 1 and 60 keV using the values from the NIST database.46-47 A MATLAB script is used to iteratively examine the linearity between the grayscale values and the attenuation coefficients, returning the \( R^2 \) value at each energy. The \( R^2 \) values for each X-ray energy from 1 to 60 keV (for which the linear attenuation coefficients were returned) are plotted in Figure 2a. At 34.3 keV, \( R^2 \) peaks and is close to unity (0.998); therefore, the laboratory CT scanner produces GSVs that are proportional to the linear attenuation coefficients of the selected materials at this energy. The relationship is plotted in Figure 2b.

It does not entail that the lab CT produces the same results as that would have been obtained with a 34.3 keV monoenergetic X-ray source. Rather, it is a phenomenological observation that at least one set of linear attenuation coefficients of the inspected material phases happen to have a linear relationship with the polychromatic tomography’s GSVs. Once the observation is made, the GSVs can be used to evaluate the mass density of the inspected material phases. The linear relationship shown in Figure 2b can be expressed in the generalized form

\[ GSV(r, E) = \sum_{i}^{n} C_i \mu_i(\rho, V, Z, E, r) + C_2 \]

(3)

In the current case of 60 kV acceleration voltage and 200 μA tube current, \( C_1 = 0.121 \) and \( C_2 = 0.00362. \) Though deviating from the form of eq 2 by a constant \( C_2, \) \( C_2 \) is comparatively small and most likely reflects reproducible influences caused by tomographic artifacts (e.g., beam hardening) or by X-ray flux departure from the flat-field correction during a scan and can thus be mitigated or subtracted.

Image Acquisition and Quantification Workflow. Tomographic scans for one image series need to be performed with fixed X-ray parameters, as described in the Experimental Section to ensure that the grayscale values are constant for the same material phases (e.g., PEEK, air, and water). To quantify the liquid water in the porous structure, both a “dry scan” and a “wet scan” are required. In the wet scan, the increased X-ray attenuation by the water (replacing
the air in the pores) manifests itself as a higher grayscale value at the voxels where the liquid appears. As the GSV increases linearly with the amount of water in the pores, by voxel-to-voxel subtraction, the obtained difference in the grayscale value is directly proportional to the amount of liquid existing in the pore structure. Image alignment is carried out in 3D slicer using the rigid registration function. The resultant image is called the “difference image”, $\text{GSV}_\text{diff img}$.

$$\text{GSV}_\text{diff img}(r) = C \mu_\text{liquid}(r)$$

When there is freestanding liquid (droplets or pools) in the difference image, its average grayscale value ($\text{GSV}_\text{pool in diff img}$) can serve as the normalization factor from which the relative volume fraction of the liquid at each voxel of the difference image is obtained (assuming isothermal experimental conditions):

$$\text{GSV}_\text{pool in diff img}(r) = \mu_\text{liquid} = \text{LVF}(r)(\text{isothermal condition})$$

LVF stands for liquid volume fraction, the relative amount of the liquid present in the voxel with respect to the voxel volume.

**Porosity and Saturation Mapping.** When the medium is fully saturated by the wetting liquid, the liquid volume fraction ($\text{LVF}_{sat}(r)$) equals the porous medium’s open porosity, $\varepsilon(r)$.

$$\varepsilon(r) = \frac{V_{\text{open pore}}(r)}{V_{\text{voxel}}} = \frac{V_{\text{saturating liquid}}(r)}{V_{\text{voxel}}} = \text{LVF}_{sat}(r)$$

Equation 6 provides a convenient way to map the spatial porosity distribution of a porous medium independent of the composition and pore size distribution (porosity imaging).

The validation of eq 6 is provided in Figure 3. H22 and H65 were compressed at a variety of compressions and fully saturated. By tomographic imaging, the $\text{LVF}_{sat}(r)$ is obtained for both saturated materials and compared to the corresponding compressed porosity $\varepsilon(r)$ predicted by eq 1 according to the initial porosity and compression ratio. The results for H22 (Figure 3a) and H65 (Figure 3b) show agreement between the image-derived $\text{LVF}_{sat}(r)$ (averaged across an area; see Section S1.2) and the weight-determined compressed porosity $\varepsilon$, validating eq 6. As seen in Figure 3, eq 6 is valid using polychromatic XTM regardless of the pore size distribution of the porous material of choice and the wetting liquid used. It concludes the applicability of the imaging method for porosity mapping.

Once the porosity image and the LVF distribution are obtained, the saturation map can be calculated using the combination of both.

$$\frac{\text{LVF}(r)}{\varepsilon(r)} = \text{saturation}(r)$$

Here, saturation is defined as the liquid volume fraction in the pore space of a porous material.

**Postprocessing.** The intruded GDL fibers in the MPL difference image are first excluded by thresholding and assigning NaN (not a number) to these voxels. Then, the ImageJ process “3D mean filtering” using a radius of 5 voxels is applied to lower the image noise. It is chosen because the filter is quantitative and isotropic and sacrifices the image resolution less than, e.g., image binning. For thin materials (e.g., <5 slices), 2D instead of 3D mean filtering with a 5 voxel radius was used to prevent filtered voxel values from being affected by neighboring interfacial (non-MPL) voxels. The radius of the mean filter was chosen as the best compromise between noise reduction and image feature preservation. The image noise ($\sigma_{\text{noise error}}$) was obtained by measuring the standard deviation of the grayscale values of the voxels belonging to the liquid pool in the difference image. Since here the X-ray attenuation is constant, the fluctuation of the grayscale values directly reflects the noise. The image noise was determined to follow a near-Gaussian distribution.
and was found to be homogeneous across the tomogram, where no sharp phase boundary occurs (e.g., the sample chamber’s floor). As a result, the tomographic slices close to the material boundaries are not analyzed.

In the figures, \( \sigma_{\text{noise}} \) is presented in terms of the degree to which it affects the LVF evaluation at each voxel; i.e., the error bar given is equal to \( \sigma_{\text{noise}} / GSV_{\text{water}} \). For the figures, a 1\( \sigma \) error bar is provided for the ease of voxel-to-voxel LVF comparison. Other error criteria are mentioned in separate discussions.

## RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The morphology, pore size distribution, and density of the MPLs depend on the composition, in particular the carbon material, as well as on the manufacturing process such as ink composition and additives.\(^{15}\) Furthermore, the structural information on the MPL of commercial GDLs is not well-documented. The MPLs can therefore generally not be used as materials for straightforward methodology validation. Porous model materials (H22, P45, H65), yielded with compression and being structurally homogeneous, were consequently chosen to demonstrate the applicability of the imaging method for various materials and processes first. The first part of the results and discussion validates and establishes the limits for the tomographic image evaluation method using these model materials. On the basis of this verification, the porosity image of a commercial MPL and an in-house made MPL is presented. Finally, when the porosity and liquid volume fraction (LVF) evaluation procedures are combined, the saturation evaluation of an easily wetted MPL is provided, concluding the validity of the method for fuel cell imaging applications.
Method Validation via Model Materials. The X-ray tomographic imaging results for the wetted, unresolved porous structure can be analyzed by the change of grayscale values, as shown in Figure 4. The image series summarizes the image acquisition pipeline with all evaluation steps. Here, model materials of choice are H22 (left, hydrophilic) and P45 (right, hydrophobic) first imaged in the dry state (Figure 4a). For the wet scan (Figure 4b), water was manually injected from the bottom bore (below H22) until excessive water was seen outside the model materials and the whole setup was left at rest for 38 h before the scan started to allow condensation to take place in the P45.

The change in grayscale is well observable for the water-filled H22 material; the condensation of water in the hydrophobic P45 is also visible (Figure 4b). For quantification, the water is represented first in the difference image (Figure 4c); then, a color-coded liquid map is derived using the freestanding water at the edge of the field of view as the quantification reference (Figures 4d,e).

In the liquid map, the regions with no water and pure water are clearly identifiable. The water in the model material pores manifests with a concentration in between the absence and the total occupation of water.

For the quantitative interpretation of the liquid map, the lower part of P45 is used (Figure 5a), where a straight line can be drawn across the hydrophilic H22 material, water clusters in P45, and the water droplets. The color code shows that H22 and P45 have a liquid volume fraction (LVF) lower than one, as expected. It is because water only fills the pore space of the polymer filters. The imaged LVF in H22 is 58% overall, showing that H22 is saturated, as its actual compressed porosity, determined according to eq 1, is 58 ± 1.8%.

The liquid map has a 1σ error equivalent of 7.8% LVF. It is illustrated by the error bar on top of the color code in Figure 5a. With the 1σ LVF error, at each voxel of the liquid map, the tomography-derived LVF has a 68% chance to lie within the interval \[\text{physical LVF} - \sigma, \text{physical LVF} + \sigma\]. Here, the “physical LVF” is the volume fraction of liquid that physically exists in the porous medium at that voxel. It is seen that, while the accuracy of the tomographic image evaluation is restricted by the image artifacts and the linearity shown in Figure 2, the precision of the LVF spatial evaluation is determined by the image noise, leading to the probabilistic nature of image interpretation.

An efficient way to narrow down the confidence interval for determining physical LVF is to merge multiple image voxels and obtain an average LVF representing the merged voxels (binned voxels). On a bigger scale (effectively lowering the spatial resolution), the averaged imaged LVF values become more accurate due to statistically reduced noise. As mentioned in Figure 5b, the numeric profile of the imaged LVF across the straight line drawn in Figure 5a with one pixel line width has a standard deviation of ±7.8% LVF. However, when the line has 36 pixels in thickness (18 pixels on each side), each distance increment along the line is characterized by a lower standard deviation of ±2.5% LVF (Figure 5c) due to averaging. With the noise-reduced profile, it can be assessed that the line segment \(AB\) shows ca. 60% of LVF in one tomographic slice of H22, whereas \(CD\) indicates that the LVF in P45 along the path is varying between 40% and 60%.

The decreasing image random noise (1σ) with respect to the increasing number of binned (merged) voxels is plotted in Figure 5d. 4σ is also drawn as a criterion to compare larger examination regions. It is chosen so that, when two imaged LVF measurements differ by more than 4σ LVF, we have a 99.5% confidence level that these two measurements result from a distinct difference in the physical LVF. Figure 5d thus describes the trade-off between the interpretable image resolution and the gained confidence in image quantification. As a result, for every 35 pixels × 35 pixels (87.5 μm × 87.5 μm) area in the 2D tomographic slice of Figure 5a (1225 voxels binned), any measured average LVF difference of more than 4.9% (4σ) from one another can be determined to be the result of the difference in the actual amount of water existing in the porous materials. Furthermore, the curve for 4σ discernability (Figure 5d) predicts that the measurement of \(G \bar{V}_{\text{water}}\) used to translate grayscale values to LVF is highly precise. With a typically large measurement sample population, the error is negligible, therefore not included in the image evaluation calculation. For example, 618 045 voxels were sampled for \(G \bar{V}_{\text{water}}\) in the case for Figures 4 and 5, giving only ±0.3% LVF uncertainty (4σ) based on the extrapolation of the 4σ curve in Figure 5d.
Porosity Imaging of MPLs. As shown in eq 6, the image of an MPL with a wetting liquid can provide its porosity distribution. The porosity image of the Li100/H14 MPL demonstrates a total average porosity of 79% for the imaged slice (thickness = 3.6 μm) shown in Figure 6a. The diameter of the circular disk is 3.6 mm, and the porosity distribution is indicated by the color code with 9.2% voxel-to-voxel uncertainty.

Independently, Simon et al. had determined the overall porosity of the same (freestanding) Li100 MPL to be 79% and 80% (by mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) and weighing, respectively). The close agreement between the imaging result and their measurements confirms the accuracy of the imaging method.

The MPL porosity map in Figure 6a shows that the Li100/H14 MPL has an uneven porosity distribution, unlike the largely homogeneous model materials (e.g., H22). The Li100 MPL on H14 has higher porosity domains distributed in a specific stripe pattern. The pattern is likely influenced by the underlying GDL substrate (Figure 6b), as the spatial occurrence of the higher-porosity regions coincides with the densely entangled carbon fibers in the H14 substrate (marked in tilted black enclosures in Figure 6a,b). A through-plane tomographic image of the Li100/H14 is provided in Figure S2 for illustration. The average porosity of the higher-porosity region is 81% with 4σ uncertainty of ±0.84% extrapolated from the 4σ discernability curve for this image volume (not shown here), whereas the lower-porosity region of MPL is 77 ± 0.68% (4σ). The error is estimated from the GSV fluctuation within the liquid pool with respect to a certain sampling size. With the average porosity difference in the two domains being larger than the 4σ error resulting from the image noise, the porosity difference in the two regions is thus concluded to be physical.

The inhomogeneity of the MPL porosity is also quantitatively examined as a porosity profile. Figure 6c plots the average porosity of every 36 pixels × 36 pixels (129.6 μm × 129.6 μm) square area on the y-axis (through-plane thickness = 1 voxel), and it changes corresponding to the relative distance traveled by the series of the squares starting from the bottom square plotted in Figure 6a. 4σ for each square-volume measurement is 8.7% (estimated from the liquid pool, not shown here), meaning that any porosity measurements separated by 8.7% or above reflect the physical porosity difference (the chance of them resulting from the same physical LVF is <0.5%). As a result, the lower-porosity (71%) region plotted in Figure 6c at about a 600 μm distance from the origin (bottom square) and the higher-porosity (82%) region at about 300 μm have different physical porosities.

For comparison, the LVF profile of the n-decane sampled at the liquid pool of the same difference image volume is plotted in Figure 6c. Here, the variation of LVF comes purely from image noise. Even though there is no >8.7% LVF difference across the examined area of the n-decane pool, as much as a 7.7% LVF difference is present (~3.5σ, corresponding to 1.2% probability of occurrence), showing the error and the limit of the evaluation as a result of the image noise.

The commercial MPL on the “Freudenberg H23C6” gas diffusion layer provides a different spatial porosity distribution than Li100/H14, as shown in Figure 7a. The MPL of the Freudenberg H23C6 GDL has a generally lower porosity (62%), and just like the MPL on Li100/H14, the porosity distribution is not even; it also does not show a clear regular pattern. When square areas of a higher-porosity region (red square in Figure 7a) and a lower-porosity region (blue square) are each sampled and have the dimensions of 70 pixels × 70 pixels or 252 μm × 252 μm, the 4σ discernability derived from the liquid pool is 5.0%. This means, to be able to confidently tell that any porosity difference of ≥5.0% porosity results from a physical porosity difference with a confidence level of 99.5%, we have to compare between averaged porosity values of regions ≥252 μm × 252 μm in area. Similarly, if we would like to compare among smaller regions (36 pixels × 36 pixels or 130 μm × 130 μm), thus gaining interpretable image resolution, the porosity discernability will be reduced to 7.6% (4σ). Any porosity difference among regions of 130 μm × 130 μm in dimension lower than 7.6% cannot be determined to be the reflection of the physical porosity difference in the MPL with a 99.5% confidence level.

The 36 pixels × 36 pixels-averaged porosity profile of the MPL is plotted in Figure 7c. For comparison, the LVF profile of the n-decane pool is shown too (red line). With
discernability being 7.6% (4σ) in porosity, it is confirmed that the low-porosity region (51%) at ca. 900 μm from the origin (bottom black square in Figure 7a) and the high-porosity region (71%) at ca. 1200 μm have different physical porosities, verifying that the MPL is inhomogeneous in porosity.

The XTM image of the GDL substrate close to the MPL is provided in Figure 7b for reference. SEM and XTM images of the MPL of the H23C6 GDL in the dry state as well as the visualization of the porosity map in a 3D surface plot (for better visualization of image noise) are given for reference in Figures S5 and S6.

The analyses demonstrated here have used only one in-plane slice of the MPL that is close to the center for lucidity. The entire MPL volume can be visualized via the same workflow. The analyses show that the MPL morphology, also for commercial materials, cannot be treated as homogeneous, and for quantitative evaluation of saturation, the porosity distribution determination must precede.

Saturation Imaging of Water in the MPL. With the defined limits and precision of the tomographic imaging described in the previous sections, the VGCF MPL on the H14 substrate (VGCF/H14) is characterized for its liquid water saturation distribution after water injection at room temperature.

To obtain the water saturation map, the porosity was first obtained with ethanol as the wetting liquid (see procedure in the Experimental Section). The obtained porosity image is shown in Figure S4. After being dried, water is injected to obtain the LVF of water (Figure 8b,d), which is easily possible as a significant fraction of the pore size of the VGCF MPL is >1 μm (see Figure 5c), enabling facile water injection. The saturation map is then obtained by dividing the LVF by the porosity according to eq 7. The results are shown in Figure 8.

One in-plane slice of the VGCF MPL is visualized in Figure 8a. This slice, showing the relative position of the injection bore, is located 43 μm away from the H14 substrate, well within the VGCF MPL (total VGCF MPL thickness = 140 μm; this is an increased thickness for imaging purposes compared to the application in fuel cells). In the dry tomogram, the central region (above the injection bore) has a slightly lower GSV than the MPL outside due to lower compression.

After manual water injection, the water is confined to the region directly above the water injection bore due to the hydrophobicity of the MPL (Figure 8b). The liquid volume fraction of the MPL in the horizontal slice in Figure 8b is generally equal to 0.8 in the unresolved MPL pores with low-LVF domains toward the periphery of the circular region and several fully filled macropores. The macropores are a distinct feature of this VGCF MPL of increased thickness (also shown in the dry tomogram), whose diameters are ca. 100 μm in the in-plane direction, and their shapes are fully resolvable by the tomographic imaging. For the LVF images in Figure 8, the 1σ error from voxel to voxel is 3% LVF after (3D) filtering. Here, 3D filtering is possible due to the increased MPL thickness. The saturation image (Figure 8c) shows that, despite having a LVF lower than 1, most of the wetted, unresolved pores of the MPL are fully saturated, having the same degree of saturation as the fully filled macropores. The implication is that such regions would not be available for the gas transport pathways during fuel cell operation. On the other hand, the spatially-dependent difference between the LVF and the saturation image is a result of local porosity variation. The porosity distribution for the same slice as in Figure 8a is provided in Figure S4.

After 20 h of room temperature evaporation, the LVF (Figure 8d) and saturation distribution (Figure 8e) have accordingly lower values. The LVF is generally reduced everywhere with some of the previously fully wetted macropores now empty. The trend is that the LVF remains slightly higher toward the boundary of the circular wet domain. The distribution of saturation reported in Figure 8e shows several

---

**Figure 8.** 3D saturation image of the VGCF MPL after liquid water injection (view from the top): (a) dry in-plane MPL structure; (b, c) liquid volume fraction and saturation at the identical region above the injection bore after water injection; (d, e) corresponding LVF and saturation image after 20 h of room temperature evaporation. Voxel edge length: 3.6 μm.
saturation “hot spots” with ca. 70% of saturation spread around the periphery of the wet domain, where the saturation is generally higher, up to 94%. Compared to the LVF, saturation is more inhomogeneous due to the sensitivity to the local MPL structure (porosity) variation. The error on a single voxel basis for the saturation maps (Figure 8c,e) is 5% saturation, higher than the LVF images due to error propagation in the image calculation.

Overall, the results show that this workflow based on polychromatic X-ray tomographic imaging, combining LVF and saturation images, provides a quantitative multiphase structural description without the requirement of monochromatic radiation or any a priori knowledge of the MPL structure or composition. The presented methodology is compatible with steady-state fuel cell operation (stabilized water distribution) and can be applied for the analysis of operando experiments, paving the way for studying water saturation in MPLs during operation.

CONCLUSION

An X-ray tomographic imaging methodology is presented and validated that allows for the quantification of liquid in the unresolved pores of nanopore materials with a polychromatic X-ray source. Using a laboratory CT scanner, the method is validated using model materials and is shown to be able to quantitatively characterize the spatial variation of porosity and water sorption properties of microporous layer (MPL) materials for polymer electrolyte fuel cells.

While not able to provide the explicit 3D MPL porous structure (as achieved by high-resolution electron microscopy techniques or X-ray nanotomography), the XTM method with voxel sizes in the micrometer range benefits from the larger field of view and being able to characterize material and liquid sorption inhomogeneities over a scale of a few millimeters. Variation of the MPL porosity at this scale is indeed observed also for commercial materials and is expected to influence the water transport during fuel cell operation. The XTM method presented here thus bridges the scales between the MPL microstructure determination and the water transport characterization in fuel cells. Another advantage of the XTM method is the ability to obtain the spatial distributions of the porosity and liquid volume fraction in the MPLs without a priori knowledge of the material’s structure or composition.

The method is demonstrated here in an ex situ setup but provides the path forward to characterize the saturation properties of the MPLs also under fuel cell operating conditions. Here, local MPL saturation plays a key role in modulating the water distribution in other fuel cell components, strongly influencing the local fuel cell performance. Owing to the compatibility with most conventional MPLs, the method can be applied to various types of GDLs with a microporous layer to determine the influence of the microporous layer on fuel cell performance.

Using a laboratory CT scanner for the presented results, the time resolution of the technique is 1–2 h. In the future, the method development can be transferred to synchrotron-based operando XTM imaging for time resolutions on the second scale with the aim for characterization of dynamic water sorption or evaporation processes in the MPL.
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